
The Mystery of the ’79 Single Headlight Grille  
 
For some time now, I have had many people that disagree with 
me as to whether some 1979 Li’l Red Express Trucks came with 
the 2 single 7” headlight setup. (See pictures at the end of the 
article) 
This discussion has even got heated at times, because 99+% of 
the ’79 Li’l Reds came with the 4 Quad stacked headlight setup, 
option NE5.  Most people, having not seen a Li’l Red this way, 
want to argue that none of them were built with the single options, 
because they never have seen one that way. 
In the 30+ years I have been studying and documenting the Li’l 
Red Express, I have only found 8 trucks with the single light 
setup.  This means that approximately 27, or .0528% of the total 
production of 5118, were built this way, making it the rarest of any 
of the Li’l Red Express trucks. 
The only conclusion I can come up with is, the dealer just missed 
checking the NE5 option box when they ordered the truck.  There 
would be no other reason to make the trucks look cheaper than all 
the other ‘79’s they had on the lot.  I have even had people argue 
that maybe somebody just changed their quad lamps for singles.  
I cannot, for the life of me, figure out why someone would go to all 
the expense to change his grille to a cheaper option.  Therefore, I 
believe it was an error in ordering by the dealer.  Nevertheless, it 
did happen and there are a few of the ’79 Li’l Reds out there with 
the single lights.  Dodge did not keep track of options installed on 
any trucks; therefore, nobody knows for sure how many were 
produced with this setup. 
This headlight setup was an extra cost option on all 1979 Dodge 
trucks, Li’l Reds included.  The only 1979 Dodge trucks that came 
standard with the quad light setup were the Adventurer S.E. 
Special Edition models.  This fact is confirmed in the 1979 Dodge 
truck brochure, page 5, it states “Optional dual vertically 
stacked quad rectangular headlamps (included with the 



Adventurer S.E. Package) add to distinguished appearance.  
Standard pickup headlights are single 7” round ones.”   
What this was telling the customer is, if you wanted the quad 
lights, it would be an extra cost ($49.30) option.  They were not 
standard equipment on a ’79 Dodge truck, only on the 
Adventurer S.E. Package. 
Also, on the dealer order sheet, it clearly indicated that you must 
check the box marked NE5 to get this extra cost option.  Now, 
Dodge recommended that dealers get this option, to distinguish 
the new ’79 models from the single headlight ’78 models and 
most dealers ordered the top line Adventurer trucks with the quad 
lights.  The only trucks usually ordered with the single light setup 
were the cheaper Custom, work & fleet truck models.  Most 
people ordering the cheaper trucks did not want to spend the 
extra money for the quad lights, therefore, there are quite a few of 
the 1979 Custom model trucks with single lights. 
Below is the 1979 Dodge Truck Price sheet and pics of the 3 
known single light verified 1979 Li’l Red Express Trucks, with their 
VIN numbers.  
2 of the trucks have sequential VIN numbers and were built on the 
same day and hour. Both of those trucks were built for export to 
Canada.  The earlier truck was sent to Virginia and its location is 
unknown, at this time, the rest are in the U.S. 
I hope this will clear up any confusion that may exist on this 
subject in the future. 
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